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Intra and Inter Routing Based Lifetime Improvement
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Nevertheless, studies on the reliability improvement of lowpower NoC considering VFI environment characteristics are
scarce. In traditional VFI NoC research, many studies have
been conducted on the regional segmentation method and
the mapping method in NoC; however, studies on the
routing-based scheme are scarce. In addition, only energyfocused studies have been conducted using the
abovementioned methods, and research on reliability is
scarce. In particular, the routing method in the VFI
environment minimizes the number of passes through
different VFI regions to reduce energy consumption during
routing. However, applying energy-only routing increases
the likelihood of failures owing to excessive traffic
concentration on specific links. This accelerates the primary
causes of chip failure such as negative bias temperature
instability (NBTI) and time-dependent dielectric breakdown
(TDDB) that reduce the mean time to failure (MTTF) [7],
[8].
Therefore, in this study, we propose a technique to
improve chip lifetime through load balancing. First, in VFI
NoC, inter VFI communication between different VFI
regions and intra VFI communication in the same region
exist. Inter VFI communication differs from intra VFI
communication because it contains synchronization logics at
the boundary line. Therefore, our method divides inter and
intra communications, and adopts different routing
algorithms to distribute traffic energy efficiently. The
LAXY routing technique is utilized in intra VFI
communication, and a suitable configuration is set
considering the size of the VFI region. If communication is
performed between different VFI regions, we combine
Dijkstra and adaptive routing to consider the lifetime and
energy consumption. This approach has resulted in an
overall energy efficient load balancing and increased
lifetime.

Abstract—With the advent of the IoT age, low-power
technology inside chips is a prerequisite. As lower power
requirements have become important, network-on-chip (NoC)
architecture has also begun to adopt design techniques that use
a voltage frequency island (VFI), which is a low-power chip
design paradigm. While research on maximizing the energy
efficiency of NoC in the VFI environment has been performed,
studies on the lifetime enhancement of the chip are scarce. In
the previous research, the VFI routing scheme allocates a path
that minimizes the VFI region change among the shortest paths
because it considers only energy. However, if only the routing
based on the minimum route is performed, a hotspot occurs
owing to the traffic concentration, and the lifetime of the
specific link is deteriorated rapidly. We herein propose a
routing method that decreases the link failure probability and
increases the lifetime in VFI NoC. Our algorithm uses different
routing schemes for inter- and intra-communications to
distribute traffic as much as possible. The proposed method is
a routing method that can optimize energy consumption while
focusing on traffic distribution using different routing methods
according to each situation. This has resulted in an overall
energy efficient load balancing and increased lifetime. The
experimental results of mesh topology indicate that the
proposed routing method increases the mean time to failure by
31.78% and the energy overhead is 4.45%.
Index Terms—VFI NoC, lifetime improvement method,
aging aware routing, LAXY routing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Moore’s Law, which dominated the semiconductor
industry for decades, is no longer applicable under the
limitations of process development [1]. Instead of increasing
the integration density of transistors, chip structures using
multicore and manycore systems have been commercialized.
To solve the problem with the increasing number of cores, a
network-on-chip (NoC) architecture that exhibits advantages
in scalability and parallelism has been spotlighted [2].
Voltage frequency island (VFI) is a low-power design
technique to reduce the energy problems that arise from
many cores and interconnections in the chip, and many
studies have been conducted for its application to the NoC
structure [3]-[6]. However, the high failure probability of
the miniaturized transistor deteriorates the lifetime of the
chip, and thus, this reliability problem has become important
for the further development of the NoC structure.

II.

A. VFI Network-on-Chip
A globally asynchronous, locally synchronous design
technique is used for optimizing energy consumption. In the
network-on-chip architecture, a VFI-based scheme has been
introduced that divides the area within the chip and assigns
different operating voltages and frequencies [9]. The design
technique for applying VFI technology to network-on-chip
consists of three steps. First, the partitioning process
combines cores having similar operating voltages and
frequencies. To decide the topology, workload information
is extracted from task graphs between PEs and task
scheduling is performed, and the initial values of the
operating voltage and clock frequency are assigned to each
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the NoC center area, and a hotspot zone is generated. It uses
a specific configuration called Fishtail that distributes traffic
using YX routing only in the west and east regions.

core. Subsequently, considering the amount of
communication and the energy consumption, we determine
mathematically which cores are to be included in the same
partition. Next, the topology of how tiles are laid out in the
same VFI region is determined, and the routing techniques
used in the NoC structure are also applied. In this process,
the simple and well performing XY routing technique is
utilized. Finally, when dividing a VFI NOC region, it
receives the placement and routing information of the core
and is assigned to the appropriate operating voltage and
clock frequency of each VFI region. In conclusion, the
results obtained in VFI NoC are shown in Fig. 1. By
repeating the abovementioned series of processes, it leads to
the optimal VFI NoC design. However, to allocate the
voltage/frequency to the needs of each tile, a number of
voltage and frequency synchronization logic, mixed clock
FIFO (mcFIFO), and voltage level converter (VLC) are
required. This synchronization logic results in increased
chip energy consumption and design complexity. Therefore,
to solve this problem, many techniques have been studied
considering energy optimization when applying VFI
technology to the NoC structure.

Fig. 2. Trafﬁc amount of east side (E) and west side (W) regions over
middle nodes (C) of NoC using XY routing.

III.

LOAD BALNCING ROUTING ALGORITHM IN VFI
NETWORK-ON-CHIP

We herein propose a routing method considering the
characteristics of the VFI environment applied to networkon-chip. Intra communications within the same VFI region
utilize LAXY routing, a typical load balancing routing
technique. However, considering the amount of
communication between VFI regions, we utilize one of the
various configurations that are used in the LAXY routing
scheme. In inter VFI communication where different VFI
regions must be passed through, it is typical to minimize the
VFI region variations, considering the energy consumption
and latency of the mcFIFO and VLC required for voltage
and frequency synchronization. However, in our method, a
mechanism that utilizes aging-aware adaptive routing based
on the Dijkstra algorithm to prevent traffic from
concentrating on a specific link is implemented. This
mechanism is introduced in the next section.

Fig. 1. VFI network-on-chip.

A. Inter VFI Communication Routing
Inter VFI communication, unlike local Intra VFI
communication within a VFI zone, requires relatively more
hop counts as the routing proceeds on a chip-wide basis.
Therefore, the inter VFI communication applies a larger
amount of load to the entire chip, as compared to the Intra
VFI communication that has a higher weight in determining
the chip lifetime and energy. Therefore, we apply the inter
routing scheme considering the chip lifetime first, and
subsequently propose a technique to select the most suitable
one among various configurations of LAXY routing in intra
VFI communication according to the routing results. In
general, if the VFI region must go through different voltages
and frequency synchronization logics, it consumes
additional energy and uses routing to reduce VFI region
variations [3]. After obtaining all the paths with the
minimum hop count as shown in Fig. 3 (a), the path with the
minimum VFI region is selected. When routing from T15 to
T9, as shown in Fig. 3 (c), the same hop count and mcFIFO
are used. In previous research, to reduce hardware cost,
several inter region routes share the same link as much as
possible. However, this method can significantly reduce the

B. LAXY Routing
In previous research, two methods are used to reduce the
fault caused by NBTI, HCI, and electromigration: a faulttolerant routing method detects a link or the router’s fault
and bypasses it [10]-[17] and adaptive aging avoidance
(AAA) routing that distributes the amount of network traffic
evenly [18]-[21]. The limitations of the AAA routing
algorithm are twofold. First, an additional overhead of
information transmission occurs because the traffic state
must be known. Second, the design is considerably
complicated. Because adaptive routing requires separate
technologies for deadlock and live-lock handling, the router
must be designed with these two techniques in mind.
Recently, Rohbani [22] proposed a location-based agingresilient Xy-Yx (LAXY) routing algorithm to solve these
drawbacks. The LAXY routing algorithm is simple in design
and does not require additional traffic information when
transmitting packets. In addition, the LAXY algorithm
improves the disadvantages of the existing XY routing. As
shown in Fig. 2, XY routing is a method to distribute the
area statically because the traffic amount is concentrated in
13
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condition determined by Eq. (4). We used the Dijkstra
algorithm to obtain the shortest path. In this case, we
implemented energy efficient load balancing routing by
reflecting the energy cost as well as hop count to the cost
value of the Dijkstra algorithm. The energy consumed in
communication in NoC considering the VFI environment
can be obtained as follows.

lifetime of the chip because traffic is concentrated around
specific links, such as the link between T10 and T11, as
shown in Fig. 3(c). To distribute the traffic as much as
possible, our method stores the amount of traffic on the links
at the VFI region boundary and considers this value. When
the hop count and number of mcFIFO are the same as shown
in Fig. 3 (b), instead of sharing the already used inter-link,
our scheme chooses a path considering the constraint

Fig. 3. Comparison between Inter VFI communication routing and proposed scheme.

∑

it accumulates the amount of traffic. However, if the
determined path does not satisfy the constraint of Eq. (4),
another path must be considered.

(1)

represents the capacitance of the router and link in
the communication process; and represent the operating
voltage and clock frequency of the kth VFI region,
respectively. Energy is affected only by the square of the
operating voltage regardless of the clock frequency of each
VFI region because the power is multiplied by time.
Therefore, the energy per bit consumed in VFI NoC
communication is defined by Eq. (2).
(
∑

)

(

)

(4)
represents the maximum bandwidth of link l on the
routing path. If the link contained in the path determined by
the Dijkstra algorithm violates the constraint, four routing
path candidates are generated. If the start and end points are
straight lines, the calculation is not performed and only the
other cases are calculated. Select two routes in the four
routing paths, depending on the cost, and select the route
with the least number of routes through the link.
Further, if the cost is the same while violating the
constraint, the path that does not share the inter-link path is
selected. If all links violate the constraint, it sets the path
with the smallest accumulated amount of traffic.
If all links in the path determined by the Dijkstra
algorithm violate the constraint, the path with the smallest
accumulated amount of traffic is chosen. Using this method,
traffic is distributed, and the packet bottleneck is minimized.

)
)

))

(2)

and
∑
∑

)
)

)
(3)

The shortest path is determined by Eq. (3). H represents
the total hop count, and α is constantly proportional to
energy.
( ) denotes the energy consumed per bit of
),
),
data transmitted from core to core .
) represent the energy consumed by the link,
and
buffer, and switch measured at the reference voltage
,
respectively. The total bit energy is calculated according to
) is the
the operating voltage of each VFI region.
energy consumed by the synchronization logic that includes
the additional clock signal, VLC, and mcFIFO between
different VFI regions.
After the path is determined by the Dijkstra algorithm, the
links located at the boundary of the VFI region store the
amount of traffic to be transmitted. If the same link is
included in the routed path that is subsequently determined,

Algorithm 1 Inter routing
1: Input: VFI NoC traffic information
2: Output: Routed path
3:
4: Procedure INTER_ROUTING
5: n=0
6: Map ( ) = Communication Volume (Src
7: Map_temp ( ) = Map ( )
)
8: Path ( ) = Dijkstra routing (Src
))
9: Cost )
10: Linc(n) = Link count (i,j)
11: Minc(n) = Minest cost(n) in Map_temp(i,j)
12: for all inter VFI communication begin
if
then
13:
for n=1 to 4 begin
14

)
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14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:

predicting the amount of communication according to the
width and height of the VFI region, and using different
configurations of LAXY, thereby performing intra-routing
according to the load balancing of the entire chip.

if Src.x = Dst.x || Src.y = Dst.y then
break
path ( ) = Dijkstra routing ( )
)
)
)
end if
end
if Minc && second Minc
choose another path which has the
smallest Linc from candidates
end if
if candidates have the same Cost )
then
choose Do not share the inter-link
path from candidates
end if
end if
if all paths violate constraint then
choose another path which has the smallest
communication volume
end if
end
end procedure

B. Intra VFI Communication Routing
Unlike inter-routing, intra-routing is the same as the
general NoC structure without the VFI scheme because it
does not go through mcFIFO, and it communicates within the
region. In general, in the NoC architecture, XY routing is
used primarily. XY routing is the least typical routing
technique used in NoC designs, where packets are first routed
along the X axis, arrive at the column at the destination tile,
and subsequently reach the destination by routing to the Y
axis. The advantage of XY routing is the NoC routing
technique, which exhibits excellent performance with simple
implementation complexity. However, although XY routing
exhibits excellent performance, it is highly likely that traffic is
concentrated on one side. To solve this problem, routing in
the VFI region utilizes LAXY routing studied by Nezam
Rohbani [22]. This LAXY routing divides the area within the
chip and uses XY routing or YX routing depending on where
the router is located. This LAXY routing has the effect of
dispersing the traffic, compared to the basic XY routing that
has no overhead, has and exhibits low latency and low
complexity compared to aging-aware fully adaptive routing.
The LAXY technique uses different fishtail
configurations depending on the size of the VFI region when
dividing the area to which the YX routing is applied. The
proposed method establishes different fishtail environments
according to three conditions. Assuming an N × M VFI
region, if N and M are the same, an overall effective N-2, N4, N-6, N-8 fishtail configuration is used. Further, when N is
larger than M, we use the N-2, N-4, 0, 0 configuration of
LAXY because it expects the amount of communication to
be higher as there are more routes in the Y direction than in
the X direction in the inter-VFI communication region. If M
is larger than N, we use the N-4, N-6, 0, 0 configuration of
LAXY because it expects the amount of communication to
be higher as there are more routes in the X direction than in
the Y direction in the inter-VFI communication region.
Hence, the inter-VFI communication is considered by

Fig. 4. When

, network traffic with (8,6,4,2) configuration.

Fig. 5. When

, network traffic with (8,6,0,0) configuration.

Fig. 6. When

, network traffic with (6,4,0,0) configuration.

Algorithm 2 Intra routing
1: Procedure INTRA_ROUTING
2:
3: M = width of VFI region
4: N = height of VFI region
5:
6: if M == N then
7:
LAXY configuration = (N-2, N-4, N-6, N-8)
8: else if M > N then
9:
LAXY configuration = (N-2, N-4,0,0)
10: else then
11:
LAXY configuration = (N-4, N-6,0,0)
12: end if
13:
14: region X = XY routing region from
15: configuration
16: region Y = YX routing region from
17: configuration
18:
19: if router is in the region X then
20:
use XY routing
21: else
22:
use YX routing
end if
end procedure
15
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IV.

LIFE TIME ESTIMATION FAILURE MODELS

V.

Owing to the increasing degree of integration in a chip, the
influences of physical phenomena such as TDDB and NBTI
that exhaust the lifetime of a transistor are increased. In NoC,
the phenomena above become conspicuous on a link that
carries a large amount of traffic. In particular, as the number
of cores integrated in multicore and manycore technologies
increases, the importance of enhancing the lifetime of chip
also increases. TDDB is more influential owing to the
reduction in the gate oxide thickness, and the breakdown of
the oxide film is proportional to the temperature. NBTI can
change the characteristics of a transistor when a high
operating voltage or heat is applied to a specific area. If the
communication volume is concentrated on a particular link,
that link will be exposed to more heat than others. It increases
the chip failure rate and reduces the overall lifetime and
reliability of the chip. To predict the lifetime, mathematical
modeling and simulation of the causes of chip lifetime
degradation are performed in the microarchitecture and
system design stage. The reliability aware microprocessor is a
representative lifetime analytical method. It uses the MTTF
model to estimate the lifetime. We analyze the improvement
in lifetime by combining TDDB and NBTI effects with the
sum-of-failure-rate model. The following equations are the
MTTF of the TDDB and NBTI.

A. Energy Overhead Analysis in VFI NoC
In VFI NoC, the total amount of energy consumed in
communication is shown in Eq. (7), which is the sum of
inter-communication energy and intra-communication
energy [4].
(7)
∑

(

))

(8)

∑

))

and
∑

∑

In Eq. (8),
represents the energy consumption by
mcFIFO inserted between different VFI regions, and it
assumes that mcFIFO consumes 20% of the energy
consumed by the connected router [4]. and represent the
energy consumed by the link and the router, respectively.
represents the number of inter-links to be passed in
represents
inter-VFI communication, and in Eq. (9),
the number of links that pass through intra-VFI
communication. T and Z are the numbers of inter-VFI
communication and intra-VFI communication, respectively.

TDDB is caused by a constant electric field. If the voltage
is applied to the gate of the transistor, the tunneling current
forms a conducting path in the oxide film. This path continues
to expand over time and causes gate oxide breakdown
eventually. Heat generation from excessive traffic in NoC
causes TDDB much more rapidly. The MTTF model of
TDDB is represented by Eq. (5).
)

∑
∑

A. Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB)

( )

ANALYSIS PERFORMANCE AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

)

(5)

where the typically used values are as follows: a=78, b=0.081, X=0.759eV, Y=-66.8eVK, Z =-8.37e^(-4) eV/K, k is
Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the operating temperature of
the circuit based on the data from [7].
B. Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI)

Fig. 7. The inter VFI-aware routing and INTRA XY routing are compared
with proposed scheme MTTF results.

The NBTI is the physical phenomenon that changes the
characteristics of the PMOS transistor. When a negative bias
is applied to the gate of the PMOS, the threshold voltage
increases and cannot be recovered fully. Thus, the
transconductance and current of the transistor decrease
gradually over time. Further, the high temperature
accelerates the NBTI exponentially. The MTTF model of
NBTI is expressed by Eq. (6).

* (

)

(

)

+

(6)

where A, B, C, D, and β are model fitting parameters.
Typical values of the parameters are as follows:
and
based on the data from [7], [8].

Fig. 8. The inter VFI-aware routing and intra XY routing are compared
with proposed scheme energy consumption.
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A. Experiment Results
To measure the overall traffic volume and energy
consumption in the optimal path and bypass path considering
VFI NoC characteristics, NoXIM was used to verify the
algorithm, calculate the amount of traffic, and model the
energy consumed using Orion 2.0. To calculate the MTTF,
the traffic temperature of NoC in the Hotspot 5.0 simulator
was shown using the amount of NoXIM traffic and the energy
value through Orion. Experiments were performed on 100
random traffics, and the same VFI NoC environment was
constructed for a fair performance evaluation of each routing
algorithm. Subsequently, 10 × 10, 14 × 14, 17 × 17, 20 × 20,
24 × 24 mesh topologies were used. To apply the optimal
voltage frequency to each VFI region, the voltage/frequency
of each region was divided into (0.6 V, 0.78 GHz), (0.7 V,
1.27 GHz), (0.8 V, 1.81 GHz), (0.9 V, 2.42 GHz). The MTTF
of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 7. As the number
of cores increases, the lifetime of the proposed routing
increases by 31.78% on average compared to the method that
combines VFI-aware routing and XY routing. Further, as
shown in Fig. 8, the energy overhead decreased as the size of
the mesh topology increased. The experimental result of
averaging 100 runs using the simulator indicates that the
energy overhead was 4.45%.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

Owing to the refinement of transistors, high failure rates
exhausted the chip lifetime, and reliability has become an
important problem. We herein proposed intra- and interrouting methods to improve the chip lifetime. The proposed
method used different routing schemes for inter- and intraVFI
communications,
separately.
For
inter-VFI
communication, our routing method focused on traffic
distribution using the Dijkstra algorithm and the bandwidth
constraint. In addition, different fishtail configurations in the
LAXY algorithm were applied to intra-VFI communication.
Our method increased the lifetime with little energy
overhead in VFI NoC. Additionally, a larger mesh size
improved the performance of the proposed method in terms
of lifetime and energy.
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